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GCSE History entries

Total entries (all boards)

• GCSE History continues to be 

very popular.

• In Summer 2023, over 310,000 

students entered for GCSE 

History – an increase of nearly 

19,000 from the previous summer.

Pearson Edexcel

• We had 165,047 entries this 

summer.

• Our entries have increased c.27% 

since first assessment in 2018.

• This is largely due to increased 

cohort sizes (average 65 in 2018; 

74 in 2023).
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Impact of Ebacc / looking ahead

• The introduction of Ebacc has driven the significant growth in GCSE History entries.

• As a result, more lower-attaining students are choosing to study GCSE History.

• The popularity of GCSE History is clearly positive! Feedback from students suggests 

they are enjoying studying the subject from KS3 onwards.

• However, we have received a lot of feedback from teachers about the 

volume of content and about exams being too difficult for some students.

• GCSE 9–1 specifications were designed to be more challenging: e.g., in History we 

saw the removal of internal assessment and the emphasis on knowledge over skills.

• The increased content demands have made it difficult for teachers to get through the 

content in the available teaching time – cf. optionality in summer 2022.

• We are listening!

• We are reviewing our assessment model to identify ways to improve the student 

experience.

• We are also considering what changes would improve GCSE History at next reform.
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Student feedback

• Following this summer's exams we ran a student survey which had 412 responses.

The skills I learn will help me pursue my career
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Student feedback

• Students clearly enjoy studying the content; however, they are less positive about the 

amount of content.
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Paper 1 entries by option

• Medicine continues to be the most popular thematic study, with 60% of entries.

• We were very pleased to see the rapid uptake of Migrants in Britain – this 

summer it overtook Warfare, with over 5000 entries from 64 centres.

Paper 1 thematic study entries, 2023

Crime and Punishment Medicine Warfare Migration
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Paper 2B entries by option

• Early Elizabethan England and Anglo-Saxons and Normans remain the 

most popular options (87% of British depth study entries).

Paper 2 British depth study entries, 2023

B1 Anglo-Saxons B2 Richard-John B3 Henry VIII B4 Elizabeth I
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Paper 2P entries by option

• Superpower relations and American West account for 97% of Period study 

entries.

Paper 2 Period study entries, 2023

P1 Spain and New World P2 British America P3 American West

P4 Cold War P5 Middle East
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Paper 3 entries by option

• Germany continues to dominate.

• Germany and The USA together account for 96% of Modern depth study 

entries.

Paper 3 Modern depth study entries, 
2023

Russia 1917-41 Germany 1918-39 China 1945-76 USA 1954-75
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Movement between options

• Centres have gravitated towards the bigger topics since 2018.

• Germany hasn't grown by much because it was already so dominant.

10 11 12 13 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 B1 B2 B3 B4 30 31 32 33
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GCSE History topics: all exam boards

• The following 

JCQ data shows 

entries for each 

option in 2019.

• Edexcel's new 

Migration 

thematic study is 

growing rapidly.

• Popular topics 

like Germany 

dominate in all 

exam boards' 

specifications.



Percentage outcomes, 
grade boundaries and 
statistics
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Grading outcomes in 2023

• Grade statistics are available on our website:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-

certification/grade-statistics.html

• For Summer 2023, the approach all exam boards have taken was to return to pre-

pandemic grading. The outcomes of the GCSE History award this summer were 

therefore in line with Summer 2019.

• Combined cumulative % outcomes for Edexcel GCSE History over time:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-statistics.html
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Grading outcomes in 2023

• The table shows the cumulative % 

outcomes at key grade boundaries for 

2023 and 2019 across the main exam 

boards, with the JCQ data for England 

at the bottom.

• Edexcel awarded slightly more grade 

9–7 compared to Summer 2019 – this 

was in line with technical and statistical 

data – the cohort was slightly more 

able at the top end.
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Grading outcomes in 2023

• The table shows the % outcomes at each grade for 2023 for Edexcel, AQA, OCR 

B and JCQ (All – England).
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Grade boundaries

• You can find grade boundaries on our website:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-

certification/grade-boundaries.html

• Subject-level grade boundaries are available for each possible combination of 

topics available.

• This means we can adjust for any difference in level of demand on different options 

and award grades more accurately to reflect student performance, for example:

• Notional paper-level grade boundaries are also available for each paper.

• Paper 2 codes are available on the subject page: 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/news-policy/subject-updates/history/gcse-

history-grade-boundaries-summer-2023.html

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-boundaries.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-boundaries.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/news-policy/subject-updates/history/gcse-history-grade-boundaries-summer-2023.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/news-policy/subject-updates/history/gcse-history-grade-boundaries-summer-2023.html
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Grade boundaries

• Our grade boundaries were slightly higher in 2023 than they were in 2022 or 2019.

• The tables below show estimated average grade boundaries at key grade points 

across the main exam boards in 2023.

• Grade boundaries can very each year depending on how question papers perform.

• Increased grade boundaries mean that examiners are looking more for what students 

can do than what they can’t. They also mean that students have been able to access 

more of the marks across the entire assessment.

• Mean marks in Summer 2023 were up on Summer 2022 and Summer 2019 across 

several popular options, suggesting more students found the papers accessible or 

were more familiar with the assessment requirements.

• Detailed information on mean marks by question and topic is available on the 

qualification page.
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Mean mark trends: Medicine vs Germany

• The mean mark on Medicine has risen each year.

• Students on average perform better on Paper 1 than on Paper 3.

• Source utility has performed consistently in each series on both papers, 

with average marks of 4.27 on Medicine and 4.19 on Germany, 2018-23.

• Explain why has performed better on Paper 1 than on Paper 3, with average marks 

of 6.36 on Medicine and 5.61 on Germany, 2018-23 (thematic vs depth?).

• The judgement essay on Paper 1 has performed better than the interpretations 

essay on Paper 3, with average marks of 8.05 on Medicine and 6.75 on Germany, 

2018-23 (skills and choice?).

NB no SPaG marks 

on Paper 1 in 2022.
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Mean mark trends: Am West vs Cold War

• The mean marks on American West have improved since 2018 and are now in line 

with those on Superpower relations.

• Narrative account performance has improved on American West, from 1.95 in 2018, 

2.60 in 2019, to 3.53 in 2023. Superpower relations performance has been consistent.

• Importance of x for y performance has also improved on American West, and again 

been consistent on Superpower relations.
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Mean mark trends: question types

• The table below shows how each question type performed across all options in 

2023, ordered by average mark given as a percentage.

• The column on the right shows performance in 2023 compared to 2019.

• Look through the data below – does this reflect your own students' experiences?
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Mark distribution

• The table above shows the distribution of marks for all students on the 16 

mark 'judgement' essay question (Paper 1 and Paper 2B).

• The number of students scoring zero marks is not in line with what we would expect 

from a 'normal distribution' curve.

• The mean mark is 7.91; however, the curve shows a slight dip at 8 marks where 

we'd expect to see a plateau. The peak at 7 marks is because a few Level 2 

students are being capped by the requirement to 'go beyond the stimulus points'.

In Summer 2023 the 

Norman Conquest essay 

asking about the main 

reasons for Harold's 

defeat at the Battle of 

Hastings still had c.10% 

zero marks
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Mark scheme amend: stimulus points cap

• We have made a minor amendment to the stimulus points cap in the mark scheme 

– this has been approved by Ofqual.

• From exams in Summer 2024, the Level 2 cap will no longer exist on any question.

• The cap remains unchanged for higher levels.

• The Sample Assessment Materials have been updated to reflect this alongside some 

minor language amendments.

• The cap applies to the following questions:

• Explain why (12 marks) – Paper 1, Paper 2B, Paper 3

• Judgement essay (16 marks) – Paper 1, Paper 2B

• Narrative analysis (8 marks) – Paper 2P



ResultsPlus and 
Access to Scripts
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ResultsPlus

• ResultsPlus is our free results analysis tool which lets you analyse your students' 

results from the summer series: 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/Services/ResultsPlus.html

• Use your Edexcel Online account to log in – ask your Exams Officer to grant you 

ResultsPlus access if you don't currently have it. You will be able to:

• view detailed analysis of your students' performance

• identify areas where students could develop their learning further

• compare student performance with class or national averages

• use the data to support more effective teaching and learning.

• Global data (all students who entered for a qualification in a particular series) is 

available on ResultsPlus.

• We also create a spreadsheet for each series with the data tidied up. Look 

under the Guide dropdown on the GCSE History Teaching and learning materials

tab.

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/Services/ResultsPlus.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/Services/edexcel-online.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-gcses/history-2016.coursematerials.html#filterQuery=Pearson-UK:Category%2FTeaching-and-learning-materials
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Access to Scripts

• Use our free Access to Scripts service to view your students' marked exam scripts:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/Services/access-to-scripts.html

• The service is available from results day until 15 December 2023.

• This case study with a GCSE History centre offers ways you can use Access to 

Scripts:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/GCSE/History/2016/Teaching-and-

learning-materials/GCSE-History-Access-to-scripts-South-Bank-case-study.pdf

• understand student performance

• professional development

• model answers for classroom teaching

• motivating and encouraging students.

• Plan time to use the service, e.g., to download scripts and set up departmental time to 

review them.

• Use Access to Scripts with ResultsPlus – the two complement each other.

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/Services/access-to-scripts.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/GCSE/History/2016/Teaching-and-learning-materials/GCSE-History-Access-to-scripts-South-Bank-case-study.pdf
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/GCSE/History/2016/Teaching-and-learning-materials/GCSE-History-Access-to-scripts-South-Bank-case-study.pdf


Paper 1 Medicine and 
Paper 3 Germany
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Paper 1 Medicine

• Question 5 on this paper contained an incorrect date. One of the stimulus points for 

the question, Sydenham’s Observationes Medicae, was incorrectly stated as 1576 

rather than 1676.

• This meant that in terms of turning points in the period c1500-c1700, the stimulus 

point placed Sydenham chronologically between Vesalius and Harvey, when the 

chronology should be Vesalius, Harvey, then Sydenham.

• As a result of the error in the stimulus it was decided that both the correct chronology 

and the given chronology would be treated as valid when rewarding responses.

• The majority of students used the date error as a matter of fact (i.e. copied out the 

date) and were not affected by the incorrect date. They were still able to provide a 

relevant argument then come to a judgment based on valid criteria. A substantial 

number of answers to this question were answered to a high standard.

• The mean marks on Question 5 and 6 this summer were comparable to 

the mean marks on these questions in Summer 2019.
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Paper 1 Medicine

• Question 5 on this paper was an optional essay and 33 per cent of 

students answered it, compared to 67 per cent answering Question 6.

• The table below shows the mean marks at each grade point for Question 5 and 6:

• At grades 9, 7 and 4 we can see that students performed at similar levels across both 

Question 5 and Question 6, with similar mean marks on each question.

• Performance on Question 6 was stronger at grades 3 and below.

• We found that higher attaining students were more likely to choose Question 5 than 

other students – possibly because it was a turning point question. 

• This explains the higher overall mean mark on Question 5 compared to Question 6.
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Paper 3 Germany

• Aspects of the package of sources and interpretations for Q3 were problematic.

• The provenance of Source B and its inclusion of cinema are on specification; radio 

and sport are not mentioned in the key topic this question is drawn from.

• Students were not expected to have specific knowledge of the use of radio in 

Weimar culture, and valid contextual knowledge of the wider period, including Nazi 

use of radio, was rewardable.

• Students could use knowledge to support inferences about cinema, which is 

specifically listed in the specification, or by referring more generally to the ‘Golden 

Years’ of economic recovery which meant people had more disposable income to 

spend on leisure and cultural activities.

• Interpretation 1 refers to Weimar culture in the 1920s, but it also refers to the 1930s 

which is outside of the date range included in the question.

• References to the 1930s encouraged students to bring the 1930s into their own 

answers, and any use of contextual knowledge from the 1930s to validate the 

interpretation was valid. This included Nazi use of radio during Nazi rule as a 

validation of the power of radio. However, since the question specifically targets the 

years 1924-29, students were not required to go beyond 1929.
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Paper 3 Germany

• Despite the issues identified, many students were able to answer the questions 

effectively and examiners saw some excellent responses.

• Overall, the performance on Weimar and Nazi Germany Paper 3 was comparable to 

Summer 2019 and the mean marks in both series was similar.

• It was Question 2 which performed least well. This ‘Explain why’ question was on 

specification, but students found it challenging.

• We have to acknowledge this was a challenging question. Feedback from teachers 

told us the stimulus points could have been more helpful to lower-attaining students.

• This is also evident from the number of students who simply did not attempt the 

question.
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Paper 3 Germany

• The table below shows the difference in % of zero marks 2023 vs 2019:

• Overall, in Summer 2023 we saw more zero marks than in Summer 2019 on Paper 3.

• When students perform less well on a question, we can address this through the 

setting of grade boundaries, but if a student doesn't attempt a question they can't 

receive any marks.

• Notional grade boundaries on Paper 3 Germany in 2023 were similar to those in 2019 

because the mean marks were comparable between the two series.

• The proportions of students scoring zero marks on certain questions is a priority issue 

in our review of the assessment model.
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Paper 3 Germany replacement Question 3

Paper 3 Weimar and Nazi Germany Source C

• Source C originally contained two sections of the painting ‘Big City’ by Otto Dix.

• Having reviewed the source we have decided that it contains a stereotypical depiction 

which does not align with our Diversity, Equity and Inclusion commitments.

• We recognise that, as students develop their skills as historians, they may encounter 

sources, such as this one, that include words or images they find upsetting or 

challenging.

• We need to balance this against our greater responsibility to students as an exam 

board, and for this reason we have taken the decision to redact the source from this 

question paper.

• In light of this, and the feedback we have received from teachers regarding the 

package of sources and interpretations, we have decided to provide an alternative 

practice question 3 parts a-d which centres will be able to use for mock exams. We 

will provide more information about this later in the Autumn term.
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Post-series review

• This summer examination series has seen a return to the full GCSE History 

examination requirements for the first time since 2019. We appreciate fully the hard 

work which students put into their studies and revision, as well as the dedication and 

support which teachers provide.

• Our senior examiners and colleagues in the wider Pearson History team work very 

hard to ensure our assessments are error-free and we are very sorry for the issues 

that arose in this Summer's papers.

• We want to thank everyone who has taken the time to contact us directly and we 

really do value your input.

• We have had several conversations with teachers to ensure we fully understand your 

concerns and we have also gained useful insight via our Summer 2023 post-exam 

series teacher and student surveys.

• Our key priority is to ensure that future question papers are free from error, and 

we are currently in the process of reviewing our quality assurance processes.

• We are also carrying out a comprehensive review of our assessments in order to 

provide students with a better exam experience – more on this to follow.
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Post-series review

• We are undertaking a rigorous review of our assessment in response to teacher 

feedback:

• Opening questions on Papers 1 and 2: some teachers have said these 

opening questions are not consistently accessible to a wide range of students.

• More time in exams: student surveys have raised this as an issue to address.

• Paper 3 assessment: students are required to learn and revise a lot of content 

that is not assessed due to the skills-based enquiry focus of the assessment.

• Choice of questions: we know students prefer a choice of questions and it 

can help improve the range of content being assessed. We also need to be 

mindful of keeping question papers clear and simple for students to navigate.

• Stimulus points: we have successfully used stimulus in questions since 2001. 

We are reviewing them to ensure they are useful to as wide a range of students 

as possible.

• We may have to wait until reform to address some of these issues. However, we will 

try to incorporate improvements before reform where possible (subject to Ofqual

approval).



Senior examiner feedback 
and exemplar student 
answers



Paper 1 
Thematic study and 
Historic environment
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Paper 1 Thematic study and Historic env.

General comments

• Many students responded well to the examination papers for all four options 

and were clearly well-prepared in terms of both knowledge and understanding 

(AO1), the use of second-order concepts (AO2) and the source skills (AO3) 

required for Paper 1.

• For all four options, many students seemed confident on both the Historic 

environment and the Thematic study sections, and there were relatively few 

unfinished papers.

• Centres should remember that the Thematic study focuses on change and 

continuity over time, and therefore a good sense of chronology is vital. 

Students should be familiar with the dates and names given to the different 

time periods in the Thematic study. Students also need a clear understanding 

of the key themes and the factors involved in the Thematic study as identified 

in the specification (see "The process of change" box).
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Paper 1 Historic environment – question 1

Describe two features – what went well

• This four-mark question asks students to identify key features of something named 

in the specification. (This question type and mark scheme are identical to Paper 2 

British depth study Q1.)

• Many students were awarded full marks by giving a valid feature (1 mark) with 

supporting information (1 mark) – e.g., contextual detail or some explanation of 

each feature’s importance – for both responses.

• Overall, the mean mark for this question across the four options was higher in 

2023 than it was in the previous three series.

This response from 

Notting Hill 

exemplifies the type 

of answer that was 

rewarded full marks.
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Paper 1 Historic environment – question 1

Describe two features – room for improvement

• Some students gave generic comments which did not relate to the focus of the 

question and could not be rewarded. On Medicine, for example, a number of students 

did not focus on the transporting of soldiers away from the battleground.

• Students should remember there is a maximum of 2 marks available for each key 

feature. Some responses used up valuable examination time by writing far more than 

was necessary.

• The Whitechapel question (growth of socialism) was not well-answered compared to 

the other three options. All four options are awarded separately, but we're reviewing 

the performance of these questions.

This is not a problem 

involved in transporting 

wounded soldiers from 

the battlefield so scored 

zero marks
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Paper 1 Historic environment – question 2a

Clarifying our required approach to source utility questions

• Students only need to deal with one relevant aspect of provenance (nature, origin, or 

purpose), they do not need to deal with all three. At Level 3, students should show 

how the provenance affects the usefulness of the source content, e.g., linking the fact 

that someone was writing to their family to examine the specific content of a letter.

• Students must comment on source content, consider one relevant aspect of 

provenance, and use one linked aspect of relevant contextual knowledge. They 

need to make a judgement on how useful the source is for the specific enquiry, 

making clear the criteria for judgement; then move on to the next source. Comparison 

between the sources is not required.

• The strongest responses will link an appropriate aspect of provenance and own 

knowledge to evaluate source content rather than focus on extensive discussion of 

source content or adopting a generic NOP checklist type approach.

• There is no requirement for students to consider the limitations of the source. 

Comments which focus on limitations of source content in terms of 'completeness' 

are often invalid because no source can include everything - such an approach is 

only valid if it is something the author has intentionally omitted.
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Paper 1 Historic environment – question 2a

Source utility – what went well

• This is an eight-mark question assessing source utility. As this question type and 

mark scheme is identical to Paper 3 Modern depth study Q3a, the comments raised 

are applicable to both papers.

• Many students successfully considered the usefulness of the content, e.g., 

assessing its accuracy or explaining its relevance to the enquiry, as well as the 

provenance to see if this gave added weight to the source or undermined its 

reliability, and whether the source could be seen as representative of the wider 

situation.

• Many students successfully applied valid criteria to analyse the usefulness of the 

sources for the specific enquiry given in the question. Valid criteria could 

consider, for example, the accuracy, reliability, limitations, knowledge of the author, 

special insights or valuable information provided by the sources.
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Paper 1 Historic environment – question 2a

Source utility –

what went well

• The following exemplar 

from the Whitechapel 

Historic environment 

demonstrates the 

qualities of a Level 3 

response.

• Q: How useful are 

Sources A and B for an 

enquiry into how the 

conditions in 

Whitechapel affected 

policing?
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Paper 1 Historic environment – question 2a
The analysis of Source B 

reaches Level 3. There is a 

clear focus on the enquiry

of how conditions in 

Whitechapel affected 

policing.

The answer assesses the 

usefulness of the source 

content, by taking into 

account the provenance, and 

uses contextual knowledge

in the process of interpreting 

the source's usefulness.

Criteria for judgement are 

also applied when assessing 

the source and a judgement 

is offered on its usefulness.
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Paper 1 Historic environment – question 2a

Source utility – room for improvement: contextual knowledge

• Some very good answers could not access the higher marks because the responses 

did not include contextual knowledge. Contextual knowledge is mentioned at every 

level of the mark scheme and failure to include it impacted a number of otherwise 

good responses.

• What's the highest mark students can get without using contextual knowledge? The 

mark scheme allows L2 for a good answer about source content and/or provenance, 

together with some contextual knowledge and a judgement, so an answer based on 

source content and/or provenance could not get top of L2 as it has not met all the 

criteria. However, it could get a mid-L2 mark.

• Contextual knowledge should be relevant to the specific enquiry and used to assess 

the source, for example, to add detail about something mentioned in the source, to 

add weight to an aspect of the provenance, to place the source in a broader context, 

or to assess whether the source gives an accurate view or showed a typical situation.

• The following extract is an example of a typical Level 2 response – it is a response to 

the same Whitechapel Source B question.
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Paper 1 Historic environment – question 2a

Student makes comment 

about 'purpose' of source 

(orange).

Unsupported judgement 

on utility (red).

Student simply repeats 

the provenance.

No contextual knowledge 

offered therefore Level 2.

Student makes a valid 

inference about content 

of source linked to the 

enquiry (blue).
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Paper 1 thematic study

Where can I find more guidance and exemplification on Paper 1 questions?

• The 'Explain why' and 'judgment' question types also appear on Paper 2 and 3 so 

will be covered in later slides.

• The Paper 1 Principal Examiner reports contain detailed exemplars with examiner 

comments for all questions asked this Summer.

• We have provided packs of exemplar responses from previous exam series on 

the qualification page under 'exemplar student material'.

• You can also find exemplification and guidance for Paper 1 questions in the pre-

recorded Summer 2022 feedback video via the History subject 

page: https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/subjects/history.updates.html?article=

%2Fcontent%2Fdemo%2Fen%2Fnews-policy%2Fsubject-

updates%2Fhistory%2Fedexcel-gcse-history-summer-2022-pre-recorded-

feedback&pageTypes=

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/subjects/history.updates.html?article=%2Fcontent%2Fdemo%2Fen%2Fnews-policy%2Fsubject-updates%2Fhistory%2Fedexcel-gcse-history-summer-2022-pre-recorded-feedback&pageTypes=
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/subjects/history.updates.html?article=%2Fcontent%2Fdemo%2Fen%2Fnews-policy%2Fsubject-updates%2Fhistory%2Fedexcel-gcse-history-summer-2022-pre-recorded-feedback&pageTypes=
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/subjects/history.updates.html?article=%2Fcontent%2Fdemo%2Fen%2Fnews-policy%2Fsubject-updates%2Fhistory%2Fedexcel-gcse-history-summer-2022-pre-recorded-feedback&pageTypes=
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/subjects/history.updates.html?article=%2Fcontent%2Fdemo%2Fen%2Fnews-policy%2Fsubject-updates%2Fhistory%2Fedexcel-gcse-history-summer-2022-pre-recorded-feedback&pageTypes=


Paper 2 
British depth study
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Paper 2 British depth study

General comments

• For question 1a, many students, as for Paper 1, were able to give valid 

features with supporting information.

• Question 1b focused, as is always the case, on causation. We will cover this 

question type in the Paper 3 feedback.

• For 1c, students had a choice of two questions, focusing on a range of 

different second-order concepts.

• For questions 1b and 1c, two stimulus points were provided to prompt 

students. It should be noted that the stimulus points will usually relate to 

aspects of content; their use is not compulsory.
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Paper 2 British depth study – question 1c

Judgement essay – what went well

• This question is worth 16 marks and the mark scheme takes a similar approach 

to the 12-mark causation question. The first two bullet points are identical 

across the levels, but each level has an additional bullet point evaluation strand 

to reward the judgement that students make.

• As this question type and mark scheme is identical to Paper 1 Thematic study 

Q5/6, the comments are applicable to both papers.

• On question 1(c), many students demonstrated good knowledge and 

understanding (AO1), and focused their responses clearly on the second-order 

concept in the set question (AO2).

• The most successful students developed a line of argument, with the evaluation 

sustained throughout the response given.
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Paper 2 British depth study – question 1c

Judgement essay – what went well

• The following extract is from Henry VIII and is a clear example of a response in 

high-Level 4. The full response is in the Principal Examiner report.

• It is in response to the following question:
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Paper 2 British depth study – question 1c

Between the years 1513–29, Wolsey's reforms changed many aspects of society and peoples 
lives, with some done for the good of the people and some less popular reforms done for 
Henry VIII’s benefits.

Wolsey created a domestic reform known as the Enclosures… At the time landlords were 
illegally enclosing land… having a detrimental effect on many, increasing unemployment, 
vagrancy. Wolsey’s policy made enclosing off such land now a crime… however, this reform 
proved to be fairly unsuccessful… and due to the lack of success the enclosure reform was 
not a very significant reform.

Wolsey introduced another reform... the Eltham Ordinances… at the time the cost of the 
Royal Household was extremely great… these were seen as huge changes to the way the 
government was run and there was now an element of control and order established… 
These reforms were only partially useful as royal spending was still too great.

This candidate has written an analytical explanation directed consistently at the 

conceptual focus of the question. It deploys wide-ranging accurate and relevant 

information that has been precisely selected to show a coherent, sustained and 

structured line of reasoning in reaching an overall judgement.
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Paper 2 British depth study – question 1c

Another reform of Wolsey was the reform of the justice system. In the 1500s society was 
deeply unfair with corrupt courts… This disadvantaged a vast number in society… Wolsey 
made the justice reform to fix this problem. He set up courts for the poor to attend… and 
made corruption illegal in the courts. This reform was in the best interests of the people… 
but the number of poor people wanting cases heard was simply too great… Consequently, 
this was only a partial success.

To conclude, all of Wolsey’s reforms did create an impact on society in the 1500s, with some 
reforms creating more significant and bigger impacts than others. In my opinion, the Eltham 
Ordinances was the biggest reform… as it had the most successful and biggest impact… 
Whilst the justice reform was a good idea, Wolsey was tasked with so many different things 
to please Henry, he couldn’t keep up with all the poor people asking for cases and many 
were rejected. The Enclosures were also seen as a failure. The Eltham Ordinances saw the 
biggest attempt at change, and although targets weren’t fully met, money was in fact saved 
by a huge amount.

The judgement is fully supported, using criteria: considering the breadth of impact of 

each of the reforms discussed. This response scores at Level 4 across all strands of 

the mark scheme.
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Paper 2 British depth study – question 1c

Judgement essay – room for improvement

• The following extract is from Elizabethan England and is a clear example of a 

response in mid-Level 2. The full response is in the Principal Examiner report.

• It is in response to the following question:
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Paper 2 British depth study – question 1c

For AO1 student does attempt to go beyond 

stimulus (Drake, navigational instruments, 

bigger boats) - student shows 'some' not 'good' 

knowledge (L2).

AO2: some limited analysis with some 

development (L2).

AO2: overall judgement is given but insecure 

(L2)



Paper 2 
Period study
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Paper 2 Period study

General comments

• The five Period study options focus on a time span of at least 50 years and 

requires candidates to understand the unfolding narrative of substantial 

developments and issues associated with the period.

• In this examination students answer three questions which all target AO1 

(knowledge and understanding) and AO2 (analysis of second-order concepts). 

Both AOs are assessed equally on all questions.

• Progression in AO1 is shown by a student's increasing ability to select 

information precisely and to show wide-ranging knowledge and 

understanding.

• Progression in AO2 is shown by a student's response moving from simple or 

generalised comments to analytical explanations which show a line of 

reasoning that is coherent, logical, and sustained.

• There is a recorded training event specifically on the Period study, which can 

be accessed here.

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/training-from-pearson-uk/pre-recorded-training.html?QualFamily=GCSE&QualSubject=History
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Paper 2 Period study – question 1

Explain two consequences – what went well

• Many students across all five options were able to analyse features of the 

period to explain two clearly distinct consequences (AO2) which were supported 

with good knowledge and understanding of the period (AO1).

• High scoring candidates were able to explain how the consequences happened 

as a result of the given event/development rather than merely describing the 

consequence (AO2). Their explanations were supported with specific 

information showing good knowledge and understanding (AO1).
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Paper 2 Period study – question 1

Explain two consequences – what went well

• The following is an example of a high-Level 2 response from British America.

• The first explains a valid consequence with people 'more likely to oppose the 

British' (AO2) and specific information is added with the reference to Thomas 

Paine (AO1).

• Overall, the response scored 7/8 marks – the second consequence 

demonstrates stronger AO1.
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Paper 2 Period study – question 1

Explain two consequences – room for improvement

• Some students repeated the same consequence with slightly different language –

therefore only one of the two responses could be rewarded.

• Some students were able to explain a consequence (AO2) but remained at low 

Level 2 as the response was not supported with good knowledge and 

understanding (AO1).

• To get full marks, it is not enough to simply describe what happened afterwards; 

answers need to explain the link between the event and the consequences that 

are identified (see previous examples from British America).

• Some students gave far too lengthy a response than is necessary, even at times 

using additional paper for Question 1. This invariably lost them valuable 

examination time for Questions 2 and 3.
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Paper 2 Period study – question 1

Explain two consequences – room for improvement

• The following is an example of a Level 1 response from American West.

For consequence 1, the candidate 

has provided a simple comment 

about it being easier to treat their 

land, making the answer Level 1. 

For consequence 2, the candidate 

has a simple statement of 

consequence about saving a lot of 

time but lacks knowledge, thus 

making it the bottom of Level 1.

Better responses explained the 

problems farmers were facing and 

how advances in technology 

helped, identifying specific 

examples such as barbed wire.
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Paper 2 Period study – question 2

Narrative analysis – what went well

• Many students focused on the date range specified in the question.

• Responses linked events/developments together to show a clear sequence of 

events (AO2) which was supported with good knowledge and understanding (AO1).

• On all 5 Period study options many students were able to use the provided stimulus 

materials as part of their overall narrative as well as providing additional aspects of 

content to access high Level 2 or Level 3.

• It was pleasing to see that many teachers had taken on board our feedback 

from earlier exam series about the approach to this question. We saw some very 

impressive responses from students across all options.

Year Mean mark % in Level 3

2018 2.84 20%

2019 3.37 25%

2023 3.79 30%
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Paper 2 Period study – question 2

Narrative analysis – what went well

• The following exemplar is a high-Level 3 response from Superpower Relations. It's 

taken from the Principal Examiner report.

• It is in response to the following question:
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Paper 2 Period study – question 2

For AO2 there is a clear 

narrative giving a coherent 

and logical sequence of 

events leading to a 

conclusion and there is clear 

linkage between the events 

(red).

The response has a clear 

beginning, middle and end, 

effectively using the stimulus 

to frame their response.
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Paper 2 Period study – question 2

Candidates can only access Level 3 by going beyond 

aspects prompted by the stimulus points. In this 

response there is a wide range of material outside of 

the aspects prompted by the stimulus points.

For AO1 accurate 

and relevant 

information shows 

good knowledge 

and understanding 

of the key features 

and characteristics 

of events within the 

specified time 

period of the 
question (blue).
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Paper 2 Period study – question 2

Narrative analysis – room for improvement

• Responses included material outside of the time frame in the question. In some 

instances, the response was entirely outside the timeframe of the question.

• Some students wrote irrelevant responses about Columbus’ expeditions (Spain 

and the 'New World'); or unrewardable material on the Berlin Airlift, Berlin 

Blockade, COMECON and the setting up of NATO (Superpower relations).

• Some students had a confused chronological understanding of events and so 

gave an incorrect narrative account.

• Individual events or developments were not linked and there was little sense of 

an over-arching narrative. Such responses often write two or three descriptive 

paragraphs of individual events rather than an ‘unfolding narrative’.

• There was still the occasional response that used a ‘story-like’ approach written in 

the first person. Such an approach should be avoided.
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Paper 2 Period study – question 2

Narrative analysis – room for improvement

• The following extract is an example of a low-Level 2 response from American West 

scoring 3/8 marks.

• It is in response to the following question:
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Paper 2 Period study – question 2

There is some

sequencing of events 

for AO2 with 'due to 

increasing demand' and 

'led to some building' 

(red).

There is some

knowledge and 

understanding for AO1 

with 'east to west' and 

'easier to sell' (blue).

The response was not 

secure in Level 2 and 

only just met the 

requirements of the 

level descriptors
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Paper 2 Period study – question 3

Importance of x for y

• Question 3 focuses on the impact of one event or development (X) on a 

specific situation or issue (Y).

• Answers which explain the general consequences or importance of the 

event (X) without explaining its impact on Y are not likely to reach Level 3.

• Students answer two from three questions, and they regularly perform 

better on their first significance answer than on their second one. Why is 

this?

• The following is an example of a low-Level 3 response from Superpower 

Relations, taken from the Principal Examiner report. It is in response to the 

following question:
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Paper 2 Period study – question 3

Response demonstrates 

Level 3 for AO2 as it 

explains the importance 

of X [Soviet relations 

with Cuba] for Y 

[tension between East 

and West].
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Paper 2 Period study – question 3

Performance in 

AO1 is relatively 

weak (Level 2) so 

the overall best-fit 

mark is low-Level 

3.

Lower-level responses to this question provided a narrative 

account of events in Cuba, from the USA's failed Bay of Pigs 

invasion to the events of the Cuban Missile Crisis with only an 

implicit focus on why relations between Cuba and Soviet Union led 

to increased tensions between East and West



Paper 3 
Modern depth study
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Paper 3 Modern depth study

General comments

• Many students were very well-prepared for their Paper 3 option with a clear 

understanding of the demands of all the various question types. Most 

students were familiar with the AO2 causation focus for Q2 and many were able to 

provide material in addition to the aspects of content prompted by the stimulus 

material to gain good marks for AO1.

• Many students responded well to the enquiry ‘package’ for Q3. Many were clear on 

the demands for Q3a and were able to add contextual knowledge in their 

responses. Many students were confident in responding to the ‘how’ question 

(Q3b), but we are still seeing a lot of students fail to address the ‘why’ question 

(Q3c) effectively.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 1

Source inference – what went well

• Most students understood that inferences should go beyond the source content.

• Most students understood that the inferences must be based on the source 

provided (AO3) and not base their response on their own knowledge as AO1 is 

not assessed on this question.

The student makes 2 valid inferences about 

education in Nazi Germany supported by details 

from the source: 4 marks
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 1

Source inference – room for improvement

Common reasons across the four options for responses failing to score highly were:

• Students describing the source content rather than making a valid inference (see below).

• Making a valid inference but not correctly identifying the part of the source on which the 

inference is based.

• Making an inference that ignores the focus of the question.

• Making an inference based on own knowledge that is not supported by the source and 

so cannot be rewarded.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 2

Explain why – what went well

• Successful responses across the four options focused on the second-order 

concept of causation which always forms the conceptual focus of this question. 

Students clearly know how to approach this question.

• This 12-mark causation question is identical to Paper 1 Q4 and Paper 2B and 

the comments raised are applicable all three papers.

• Successful responses went beyond the stimulus points and therefore accessed 

Level 4 or the top marks in Levels 3 or 2.

• In the mark scheme, the first bullet point in each level relates to AO2 

(analysis). Although the two AOs are equally weighted, the focus of the analysis 

(AO2) is considered first. Successful responses displayed knowledge and 

understanding (AO1) that was ‘relevant’ and at Level 4 was ‘precisely selected’ 

to support their analysis.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 2

Explain why – what went well

• The following is an example of a high-Level 4 response from China which 

scored 12/12 marks. It's taken from the Principal Examiner report.

• It is in response to the following question:
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 2

The student goes beyond the stimulus with 

3 aspects of content: Pinyin, university 

admissions and the economy (blue).

The analytical explanation is directed 

consistently at the analytical focus of the 

question (orange).
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 2

There is accurate and 

relevant information 

which is precisely 

selected for the set 

question.

The response meets 

all the requirements 

for a high-Level 4 to 

be awarded
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 2

Explain why – room for improvement

Many learners were confident when answering this causation question but there 

were three main areas where students' responses often failed to achieve higher-

level marks:

• Detailed responses which provided a narrative of events or description of the 

situation and therefore lacking the AO2 focus on explaining causation.

• Some responses missed the focus of the set question.

• Some responses did not recognise the date range within the set question.

As mentioned earlier, the Germany explain why question did not perform well this 

year (average mark of 4.40 compared to an overall average of 5.7 since 2018), 

and understanding why this happened is part of our review.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 2

Explain why – room for improvement

• The following exemplar is an example of a high-Level 2 response from 

Germany.

• It is in response to the following question:
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 2

These extracts are typical of a borderline 

Level 2 / Level 3 response.

There is some analysis which 

attempts to engage with the 

second order concept of the 

concept but it is not strong.

The student shows some knowledge and 

understanding for AO1 (Level 2).
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 2

The answer goes 

beyond aspects 

prompted by the 

stimulus points.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 3c

Suggest why Interpretations 1 and 2 give different views

• The mark scheme always provides three examples of different ways this question 

could be answered.

• Students only need to use one of these examples; using bullet point 1 as an 

example, this approach recognises that historians might use different sources 

in their research – the question states: 'You may use Sources B and C to help 

explain your answer.'

• Students who do well with this approach often simply state that one reason why the 

interpretations differ is because the historians used different sources to help form 

their views.

• These students often then use the two sources provided (which give different views 

on the issue) to explain the differences in interpretation. Comments should be 

supported by each interpretation (and each source if using this method).

• Do not over-complicate this question. Students do not need to worry about the 

provenance of the interpretations – knowledge of provenance (e.g., publication 

date, author's nationality, or book vs website) is not required in the specification.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 3c

What went well – Suggest why Interpretations 1 and 2 give different views

We have not provided 

the sources and 

interpretations so just 

focus on the technique 

used by the student.

The student explains 

how the writers may 

have different views as 

they have referred to 

different pieces of 

evidence. They 

evidence that by 

referring to the 

interpretations and the 

sources: 4 marks.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 3d

Interpretations essay – general guidance

• Question 3d is the culmination of the enquiry package on Paper 3.

• Having worked with the sources and interpretations for parts a–c, students are 

then asked how far they agree with Interpretation 2. In doing so, students are 

directed to make use of both interpretations, as well as their knowledge of the 

historical context, in their answers.

• Students should remember that this question is about whether they think the 

historian who produced Interpretation 2 ‘got it right’.

• Students are not expected to evaluate the interpretations for reliability or utility, 

and they are not being asked to offer their own views on the question in the 

enquiry.

• The emphasis should be on analysing the views in the interpretations. There 

should be references to each interpretation and contextual knowledge should be 

integrated into their evaluation of the interpretations rather than being offered as 

information.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 3d

Interpretations essay – what went well

High-level answers typically have the following features:

• They focus on analysing and assessing the interpretations

• They cover both interpretations

• They integrate contextual knowledge into the evaluation

• They develop a line of reasoning that runs within the answer

• The judgement is consistent with the comments in the answer

• The judgement is justified.

High-level responses 

often start with a clear 

judgment and rationale. 

This is an extract from a 

high-level 4 response 

found in the Germany 

Principal Examiners 

Report.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 3d

Interpretations essay – what went well

The best answers also show how the authors of the interpretations have created different 

views; this could be through use of language, tone, emphasis, selection of details etc.

Eg: Interpretation 2 gives a positive view of Stalin, stating that he was a ‘clever 

politician’… Walsh [author Interpretation 2] emphasises how smart Stalin was 

using words like ‘extremely’…

However, Interpretation 1 only gives views on Trotsky’s weaknesses…

This response from 

the USA Examiner 

Report refers to how 

the difference of 

views has been 

conveyed when 

discussing the 

exaggeration of the 

interpretation.
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Paper 3 Modern depth study – question 3d

Interpretations essay – room for improvement

Common limitations that result in a lower-level answer include:

• Answers which offer the candidate’s own view in response to the enquiry

• Answers which focus on one interpretation rather than analysing both

• Answers which simply identify valid points in each interpretation in turn

• Answers which treat the interpretations as sources, to be evaluated for reliability or utility

• Answers which do not include contextual knowledge or which do not link contextual 

knowledge to an evaluation of the interpretations.

Answers which simply offer an explanation of the different views with acknowledgement 

that each had some valid points (eg I agree with interpretation 2... I also agree with 

interpretation 1... I partially agree with...) are unlikely to reach the higher levels of the mark 

scheme. There is little sense of evaluation and they simply offer an explanation of the 

different views.



Upcoming support and 
training
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Upcoming support and training

• We will update you on the outcomes of our review later in the autumn term and 

update guidance accordingly.

• We are currently developing ideas for more GCSE and A level History training 

events for the 2024 Spring term and more information will be available about these 

events later in the autumn term.

• Following the positive feedback received about our free GCSE History Knowledge 

Booster tests we are now working on some new Medicine Knowledge Boosters and 

they will be released towards the end of the Autumn term.

• We will continue to develop our KS3 History Topic of the Month resources and start 

to publish new worksheets and posters each month. Upcoming topics include Licoricia 

of Winchester and the Bristol Bus Boycott.
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GCSE History language amendments

• We recently reviewed our GCSE History specification for sensitivity of language 

and identified a number of terms (such as Plains Indians) which are now considered 

outdated and problematic.

• We have therefore decided to update some of the language in our specification. The 

changes come into effect for first teaching September 2023, first assessment 

Summer 2025. The options most affected are Period study options P1–P3.

• A new version of the specification (Issue 4) is now available online (here), along with 

details of the specific changes.

• You can also find detailed FAQs and a rationale for each change at the link above.

• The focus has been on language changes only - there are no content changes.

• We recognise that some students will need a bit of time to get up to speed with one or 

two of the language changes.

• To support students, we will provide a transition period, and will gloss the term 

Indigenous peoples in live series from June 2025, for the remainder of the current 

specification.

• Publishers will be updating textbooks in due course to reflect these changes.

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-gcses/history-2016.coursematerials.html#filterQuery=Pearson-UK:Category%2FSpecification-and-sample-assessments
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Find out more

For more courses see our Pearson Professional Development Academy.

https://pdacademy.pearson.com/
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